
Under Tab G, "Summary of Supporting Letters" in Clemency Petition:


	The following three sections contain letters supporting this Clemency Petition.

	Letters under "Tab H" from family members give the human face to the concrete impact that the imprisonment of Shakir Hamoodi will likely have if the terms are not modified by Executive action.  These heartfelt expressions, from those suffering most from Defendant's absence, eloquently speak for themselves.


	The letters contained in "Tab I" are vital to understanding the need for viewing this case as something other than a usual felony conviction.  They document at first hand both the motivation and the effect of Defendant's action for which he entered a guilty plea, and powerfully demonstrate the moral justification for mitigation of this sentence.   These personal testimonies show that lives were saved by Dr. Hamoodi's transmittal of funds for food and medicine.  They also uniformly show his selflessness in having worked as best he could over a number of years to render humanitarian assistance with no personal profit.  Without exception these letters show the strict accounting in getting the full intended amounts directly to suffering families, working scrupulously to prevent funds going to the Saddam Hussein regime, responding to desperate human need.  As we understand it, no contrary evidence was found by the government's extensive investigation of Defendant's records, on which he gave complete cooperation.


	The largest collection of supportive letters are contained below under "Tab J:  from Friends."  The most compelling of these have been grouped toward the front, although all of them are sincere, informed, and have merit. (Parenthesized numbers refer to examples from the letters.)

	There are many categories of relationships represented by this broad sampling, many ways in which citizens in various communities show their appreciation of Dr. Hamoodi and concern for the effects of his sentence if not commuted.  These writers have:

•	Witnessed Dr. Hamoodi's efforts over decades to create better understanding between different religious traditions.  We see widespread recognition of his extraordinary contributions in bridge-building and reconciliation (1, 3, 6, 14, 17, 27, 37, 41, 45).

•	Worked with him as an Educator, bringing sound knowledge of Islamic and Middle-Eastern beliefs and practices into various academic settings, public events, and press opportunities (3, 11, 13, 15, 16, 18, 30).  This was particularly valuable during times of confusion and ignorance following the notorious terror attacks of 2001, when his calm voice of reason and reassurance palpably reduced community tensions (7, 45).  This community has come to depend on his expertise and generous sharing of insights in interpreting international and intercultural affairs (11, 22, 26, 29).

•	Admired Defendant's role as an effective parent, setting high standards for his children who have not disappointed him, documenting writers' experience of the Hamoodis as a model family (1, 4, 20, 30).  Concern is broadly expressed about the adverse effects on his family if his sentence stands without modification -- a particularly poignant loss borne by those who themselves have not been accused or convicted (11, 14).

•	Attested to the unique value of Dr. Hamoodi's successful "World Market" food emporium, broadening Columbia's access to culinary treasures but also being an intercultural crossroads (3, 9, 53).  Many speak of the embodiment of "The American Dream" of a successful business built up by an immigrant family, bringing prosperity to a community (28, 47).  Others are simply glad to attest to how consistently pleasant the business relationship has been for them, and what a gap will be left should the Market fail without his guiding hand (1, 15, 52, 53).

•	Spoken to the consistent moral character of a man universally seen as "Humanitarian," involved in many arenas for human betterment, working with compassion and selflessness (4, 6, 7, 9, 22, 24, 25, 34, 47, 55). 

•	Questioned the effect that this harsh sentence is having in terms of faith in and respect for our Justice System (2, 4, 12, 14, 22, 24).  The disproportionality of what Dr. Hamoodi and his family are being made to endure, compared to the nature of the supposed "crime" of transmitting funds to suffering individuals regardless of Sanctions, has caused great distress and questioning about how well our government is serving us, doubting that security has in any way been enhanced by this sentence (31, 37, 40, 42, 44, 50, 54, 57).


	A review of the credentials of the writers reveals many distinguished scholars and scientists, civic leaders, and professionals, whose judgment of others carries weight (6, 9, 21, 28, 36, 40, 46, 54, 56).  Notably, some have served in high government positions, and directed Universities 
(5, 40).  Praise from such experienced individuals is not lightly given.  Leaders from the religious as well as business and academic communities are evident in this selection (10, 11, 12, 13, 18, 44).  Media attention and editorial support are apparent (34, 47, and "Tab M").  

	A line from one letter denotes the conviction running through all of these concerning Dr. Hamoodi: "He is a scholar and humanitarian of the highest integrity who works tirelessly to promote diversity, understanding, and tolerance among cultures here in Columbia, MO" — qualities which will be sorely missed in his absence.

	These letters also show a deep concern as to what burdens of suffering may needlessly be born by the family of one who acted from the highest motives.  All the writers express an earnest desire for Executive Clemency, with deep respect for the Office of the President.  We commend these supportive documents to your careful and sympathetic scrutiny.

[Summary remarks by D. H. Finke]

